CMV SHARPER FINISH
“The Ironer People”

Single Operator Models

Mini Rite™
Finish Rite™
Impress®

Some of over 100 ironer models we manufacture

CMV Sharper Finish
Why Iron?
Unfinished linens can destroy the atmosphere of an otherwise well appointed room. “No-iron” linens were developed primarily for home use, where dryer temperatures
and spin cycles can be
precisely set and the flatThe Mini Rite
work can be taken from
the dryer in time to preserve an acceptable appearance. This degree of
personal attention is not
possible, even in the
smallest of commercial
laundry settings.
An on-premise laundry
also provides a significant dollar savings and is
considerable more convenient and flexible than an outside
service. CMV Sharper Finish ironers not only iron linen,
but also gently stretch an dry it, all in one easy motion.
This saves time, money, and energy.

Simplified Operation
CMV Sharper Finish products greatly simplify ironing. An
operator can be trained to use one in a short period of time.
Linen to be ironed can be taken from the washer / extractor
and placed on the ironer’s automatic feed conveyor, which
guides the linen accurately and at the correct speed to the
polished steel heated drying roll (excessive moisture might
require the linen to be placed in a dryer for a short time
prior to ironing).
After passing over the heated roll, the ironed linen is deposited on a table conveniently located at the front of the
machine. The linen can now be stacked, hanged, or folded
for immediate use or storage.
We work hard to simplify our designs to make ironing
easy. Operator training is faster, service is easier, maintenance costs less, energy consumption is reduced. CMV
Sharper Finish allows you to run your business, not just
your ironer.

The ironing process of all CMV Sharper Finish ironers—and t
siderably faster and easier. The padded pressure roll applies t
duce that crisp ironed feel, and glossy shine to your linens. Th
moves wrinkles before the linen is firmly held against the heat
with a CMV Sharper Finish designed ironer t

Ironer Features
►Intelatrol® Monitoring System
Standard on all gas and electrically heated
models. We all need to be reminded of things from
time to time. Have you ever forgotton to lock a door or
turn off a light? Well, your laundry operator could
forget to turn off the heat to your ironer, wasting
energy and creating a hazard. They cannot forget if
they have a CMV Sharper Finish ironer equipped. The
Intelatrol will shut off the heat after twenty minutes if
your ironer is left unattended. A red light will indicate
that the Intelatrol deactivated the heating system,
greatly increasing the life of your ironer ribbons and
padding—not to mention the safety!

►Many Models Available
The Mini Rite ironing
surface is 36” (.9 m) wide.
The Finish Rite is offered
with a 48” (1.2 m) or
60” (1.5m) ironing width.
The Impress model range is
available 56” (1.4 m),
66” (1.6 m) or 82” (2.1 m)
widths. All of these models
The Impre
are ideal for tablecloths, napkins, or pillow cases. Sheets and other large linens can
be folded once and ironed. These models have millions and millions of hours of operation worldwide.

“The Ironer People”

the results—are very similar to careful hand ironing. But conthe right amount of pressure to smooth out wrinkles and prohe CMV calendaring results in a gently pulling action that reted cylinder for drying. Far more stretching and drying is done
than by comparable single roll chest ironers.

►Simplified
Made by “The Ironer People”. This is all we
do and we do it well. You cannot find an ironer line on
the market that is less complicated than CMV Sharper
Finish. We work hard to simplify our design so you
have less to worry about. CMV Sharper Finish ironers
let you do more with less.
►Sturdy
The “Mean-Green Machine”. We use thick
gauge metal with steel welded construction. This
makes CMV Sharper Finish ironers stronger than any
other machine in its class, insuring a long life and
maximum return on your investment. The entire machine is finished with a high grade “CMV Green” colored machine paint enamel.
►Minimal Floor Space
Single Operator Models require minimal floor
space. They can be placed
against a wall, saving space
in your laundry.

►Superior Finish
CMV Sharper Finish
ironers deliver linen with that
ess 950x66
crisp feel and glossy finish
that your customers expect.
All models can iron linen made from cotton, blended
polyester / cotton, or all synthetic. Delicate fabrics
such as silk can be ironed as well.

►Safety
Most models are ETL approved.
Safety features include front, rear, and side
interlocked guards; 24V controls; full width
hand guard; full width on/off switch cable;
properly sized exhaust blower to vent moisture and harmful products of combustion;
accurate thermostatic heat control with high
temperature shutoff; high gas pressure shutoff switch; and numerous warning labels and
instructions.

The Impress Model 950x82

►Training DVD
An instructional DVD is provided
with each CMV Sharper Finish ironer. The
DVD demonstrates proper installation, use,
and maintenance.
►Heating
The Mini Rite is available electrically
heated only. The Finish Rite can be heated
by gas or electricity. The Impress models can
be heated by gas, steam, or electricity. The
gas heated models are equipped with the full
width multi-port H.O.T.™ (Hold On
Temperature) induced draft burner that
evenly distributes the heat with a total of
nine parts. Compare that to others burners
using nearly fifty parts or those that heat oil
with pumps and long piping to heat the
ironer.
►Quality ironing
All CMV Sharper Finish ironers use
Nomex® padding and ribbons with automated pressure regulation to iron, dry, and
remove wrinkles.

Available Options
►Electrical Voltages
A wide variety of electrical voltages are available including 50 or 60 cycle, single or three phase.
►Tight space?
Can you get your new ironer
into the laundry? We can! We
offer two options to solve this
problem. We can either build a
special crate to allow the
ironer to be put to get thru
those narrow hallways, tight
corners, and doors. Or we can also ship the ironer in
pieces and assemble it right in your laundry.
►Intelatrol II
The Intelatrol II goes beyond the standard Intelatrol and
automatically turns off the ironer after it has cooled down.
Just walk away and your ironer will take care of the rest.
No need to worry or waste your time waiting for the ironer
to cool down.
► Chromed Cylinder
The heated cylinder can be chrome plated if desired,
though not recommended.
►Tropicalized Motors
Electric motor windings are coated with a protective seal

E.T.L. Listed for U.S.A. and Canada
NOTE: Each Model covered in this brochure has a separate
Technical Data brochure giving detailed data and dimensions. They can be downloaded from
www.ironerpeople.com

Other Models Available from
Sharper Finish
We manufacture over 100 different ironer models to
meet any of your needs.
Mid Sized Ironers
The Models 1200, 1600, and 2000 are available from
85” (2.1m) to 136” (3.4m) ironing surfaces. These models
can be heated by gas, steam, or electricity.
High Production Ironers
The Models 2400, 3000, and
3600 are for large laundries ironing hundreds of pounds per hour.
Built-in Folder Models
The Finish Master 1600, 2000, 2400, 3000, and 3600 are
ironers with built-in primary folders. Ironed and folded
flatwork can be delivered to the front, or if more production is required, to another operator at the rear.
The IFC 1600, 2000, 2400, 3000, and 3600 models are
ironers with built-in primary and cross folders. A stacker
and conveyor are
also available. These
combination
units save
space and
labor while
offering
many of the
features
once only
available on separate ironers and folders.
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